Wavefront tilt correction is necessary for reducing beam deviations caused by atmospheric turbulence in the receiver of an optical system. This reduction allows decreasing the receiver's field of view, which in the case of free-space quantum key distribution (QKD), reduces the solar background noise that reaches the detectors, and with this, the quantum bit error rate (QBER). A wavefront tilt correcting system that stabilizes the beam in two different points of the receiver's optical axis has been developed and characterised, and it is capable of operating under realistic conditions of strong turbulence with almost perfect ideal correction. The reduced area of beam deviations at the focal plane of the receiver after correction enables a reduction of the QBER of more than 80%, which paves the way to free-space quantum key distribution in daylight under strong turbulence. Keywords: free space quantum key distribution, beam tracking, wavefront tilt correction, quantum communications, beam steering.
INTRODUCTION
Future wireless networks will presumably be ubiquitous and will necessitate of two requirements. The first is high bandwidth which can be provided by optical signals, and the second is unconditional secure channels, which can be provided by Quantum Key Distribution (QKD). However, the atmosphere distorts the wavefront through several effects, which enlarge, deform and deviate the optical signals upon reception. Techniques for correcting these effects must therefore be applied, which can include solely wavefront tilt correction, the lowest order type of aberration, or also include correction of higher-order distortions, commonly referred to adaptive optics. However, in scenarios where many platforms will be mobile, lightweight and simple designs will be preferred whenever possible, and therefore it should be assessed whether correcting systems only including tilt compensation could be sufficient in certain scenarios, to enable a successful QKD link. We have worked on the implementation of a tilt correction system for a previously developed free-space polarization-encoding QKD system. We will present in this work recent results of the performance of said correcting system in mitigating atmospheric effects in a 300-meter free-space link between two buildings in Madrid, in moderate and strong turbulent regimes. We will determine the quality of the correction achieved compared to the theory and the effect on relevant parameters of a QKD system, such as the Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER).
WAVEFRONT DISTORTION THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE
Quantum communication is affected by the atmosphere, which produces local changes in temperature, causing refractive index fluctuations. These fluctuations affect a plane wavefront that crosses the atmosphere, introducing wavefront distortion. If the distortion implies a change in the angle of arrival of the beam at the receiver, represented by , it is known as wavefront tilt, which in turn originates a phase difference such that: = (1) where is the wave number and the optical path difference. Assuming is sufficiently small so that ( ), we can use the following approximation of geometric optics:
with D as the aperture diameter of the optical system. This is the case when the long-term beam is equal or larger than the aperture. When the long-term beam is smaller, the maximum phase difference is limited by the maximum beam displacement, which is the long-term beam diameter. 
where ( , ) is the phase structure function [1] . It can be deduced then:
Taking into account that under the Kolmogorov power spectral density of the refractive index and with an aperture D in the range ( / ), being the outer scale, the phase structure function can be written as:
we arrive at: = 2.91 / (6) Using these equations and through the measurements of the angle of arrival we can infer the refractive structure parameter and characterized the turbulent regime.
Analysis of the wavefront distortion through the series of Zernike modified polynomials
The distortion of the phase wavefront, , can be expressed as the sum of simple distortions, which can be modelled by the modified Zernike polynomials [3] : = (7) where are the coefficients or 'weights' of each that contribute to the total deformation of the beam. In practice, when some aberrations are corrected with the first j Zernike functions, the quadratic residual error is defined as the phase variance of the total phase minus the phase variance of the total j corrected components:
The solution is given in [2] by an expression that depends on the aperture of the optical system and the Fried correlation distance , as:
where are constant values and , for z<<z R has the following expression [1]: = 1.67( ) / (10) is the distance the wave travels and the wavenumber. We have assumed stays constant through the distance, which can be assumed for horizontal paths. Substituting in equation (9) the following expression is obtained for the residual error:
Estimation of the quality of the tilt correction
We can evaluate the tilt correction achieved by comparing the theoretical and experimental values of the residual error. If the system is correcting tilt, then from equation (8), the residual error is of order three and has the form:
where ( ) is the tilt phase variance, and therefore: ( ) = (13) which using the formula (11) and knowing the values = 1.0266 y = 0.134 [2] we obtain:
Equalling / from (5) and (14) 
This last expression is total tilt variance. In practice, the correction is not perfect and the phase variance that we can correct is the difference between the total phase variance without correction and the phase variance after correcting:
where _ and _ are the angle of arrival when the correcting system is OFF and ON, respectively. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the residual error of tilt correction from the expression: 
We also need to consider that we are correcting using a different wavelength from the quantum channel (1550 nm instead of 850 nm) and therefore we have an error associated to this difference. If in the expression (11) we set the order three for tilt correction we have:
The ratio of this expression for both wavelengths is: 
Experimental setup for tilt correction
The experimental setup used for the correction of atmospheric wavefront tilt is shown in Fig. 2 . Two beams in the transmitter: one at 1550 nm-wavelength for the tracking or correcting signal and another for the quantum channel at 850 nm were used. Lenses L 1 and L 3 for the 850 nm wavelength beam and L 2 and L 3 for 1550 nm wavelength were used to obtain two identical 50 mm diameter beams. They were then spectrally combined using a Dichroic Mirror (DM) and mounted over a two-motor gimbal platform that provided elevation and azimuth μrad precision movements.
In the receiver, we used a 25.4 cm Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope to collect both tracking and quantum signals, and a Dichroic Mirror (DM) to spectrally discriminate them and direct them to their corresponding channels. The quantum channel included a lateral-effect PSD and an optical fiber to record the position of the beam and the optical power, respectively, before and after correcting. The quantum channel is a simplification of the QKD quantum receiver, since the characterization of the performance of the correcting system was the main objective. The transmitter and receiver were located at two different buildings separated by a distance of 300 meters in CSIC campus. The spot focal wander was measured at the focal plane of the receiver by the PSD to obtain the angle of arrival before and after correcting tilt throughout a measurement of 9 hours. Tilt correction used two PIDs loops [3] . The data before correction was used to calculate the refractive index structure parameter through equation (6). This data along with the long-term beam diameter (~ 60 mm for the maximum turbulence measured) was then used to calculate the experimental residual error by equation (19) and was compared to the theoretical values taken from equations (20) and (23) (see Fig. 3 ). It can be seen from the theoretical values of the residual error in Fig. 3 that this increases with the turbulent regime, even when correcting in the ideal case, which corresponds to the correction being performed with a signal of the same wavelength as the data signal. This is never the case for quantum communications though, since there would be no way to discriminate the quantum and tracking signals. Since using a different wavelength for the tracking increases the error, the tracking and quantum channels should be as close in wavelength as possible to reduce this error. Nevertheless, the achieved correction is in very good agreement with the maximum theoretical performance that the system can achieve. The obtained reduction of the turbulent deviations in the focal area of the receiver correspond to an equivalent reduction in the QBER of more than 80% in strong turbulent conditions ( ~ 10 -13 m -2/3
).
CONCLUSIONS
Efficient correction of atmospheric effects such as wavefront tilt is essential for the success future quantum wireless networks. A system for tilt correction for free-space QKD systems has been designed and tested. The residual error after correcting tilt was measured experimentally, and compared to the theoretical prediction to assess the quality of the correction, which was found to be in close agreement to a perfect theoretical correction. The experimental values correspond to a reduction of the QBER of more than 80%, since reducing the focal area of beam deviations in the receiver decreases the photon noise contribution due to solar stray photons. This opens the door to successful QKD in realistic conditions over short links typical from wireless telecommunication networks.
